As species become rare and approach extinction, purported sightings can be controversial, especially when scarce management resources are at stake. We report a Bayesian model where we consider the probability that each individual sighting is valid. Obtaining these probabilities clearly requires a strict framework to ensure that they are as representative as possible. We used a process, which has proven to provide accurate estimates from a group of experts, to obtain probabilities for the validation of 35 sightings of the Barbary lion. We considered the scenario where experts are simply asked whether a sighting was valid, as well as when we asked them to score the sighting based on distinguishablity, observer competence, and verifiability. We find that asking experts to provide scores for these three aspects resulted in each sighting being considered more individually. PrePrints Lee, T. E. et al.
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probability that this sighting is of the taxon in question?" (Q1). Then, to encourage 104 experts to explicitly consider the issues surrounding identification, we asked three Responses to Q2, Q3 and Q4 provide a score for distinguishablity D, observer competency
113
O and verifiability V respectively. We define the probability that a sighting is true as the 114 average of these three scores,
where D, O, V ∈ [0, 1]. We acknowledge that this definition of P (true) is not exact,
116
however it seems intuitive that it would, at the very least, be closely related to the 117 probability that a sighting is true. We now describe in detail what should be considered 118 when allocating the scores.
119
Distinguishability score, D: that the individual sighting is identifiable from other taxa.
120
This requires the assessor to consider other species within the area a sighting is made 121 and, and question how likely is it that the taxa in question would be confused with other 122 co-occurring taxa. In addition to the number of species with which the sighting could be 123 confused, one should also take into consideration the relative population abundance in this 124 estimate. For example, suppose there is video evidence which possibly shows a particular 125 endangered species. But the quality of the video is such that it is uncertain whether the 126 video has captured the endangered species, or a similar looking species which is more 127 common. Based on say, known densities, home range size, etc, one could give this video 128 a score of 0.2 -that is for every individual of the endangered species, there would be four 129 of the more common species.
130
Observer competency score, O: that the observer is proficient in making the correct 131 identification. This requires the assessor to determine the ability of the observer to 132 distinguish the taxon from other species. This may be the ability of the observer to 133 correctly identify the species they observe (e.g. limited for a three second view of a bird 134 in flight), or the assessor's own ability to identify the species from a museum specimen.
135
Care should be taken to avoid favouring one observer over another.
136
Verifiability score, V : that the sighting evidence could be verified by a third party. This 137 requires the assessor to determine the quality of the sighting evidence. For example a 138 museum specimen or a photograph would score highly whereas a reported sighting where
139
there is no evidence other than the person's account would have a low score. Nonetheless,
140
a recent observation has the opportunity for the assessor to return to the site and verify 141 the sighting. As one can tell, there is not a prescribed system.
142
In the Barbary lion example we asked five experts to provide responses to Q1 (Eq. 1), and to infer the probability that a species is extinct E from the data s is Solow's Bayesian 166 formula (Solow, 1993),
and π t is the prior belief that the species is extant at time t, T N is the date of the last 168 sighting and S ≥ 2. However, this formula does not include uncertain sightings. Let 
171
From basic laws of probability, we include the N uncertain sightings in addition to the 172 record of certain sightings, s (which contains S ≥ 2 certain sightings). The process 173 is described most easily by demonstrating with one uncertain sighting: u = u 1 . The
where t 1 is the probability of the uncertain observation being true (and hence 1 − t 1 is the 176 probability of it being false). This can be extended for numerous uncertain observations,
Since we must consider all combinations of uncertain sightings being 178 true and false, the number of terms on the right hand side of Eq. 3 is 2 N .
179
Here we define the probability of an uncertain sighting being true t i by the process 
188
Before the last sighting, t = T N , the prior belief that the species is extant, π t , is 1. After
189
T N , the prior is commonly taken to be 0.5, provided no other information is available.
190
However, this results in a posterior probability that will quickly approach P (E|s) = 1
191
(certain extinction) when sightings are absent. Bayes' formula has this property when 192 one of the hypotheses (extinct/extant) fully accounts for the data (extinction means no 193 sightings), and we have no additional information to set the prior (Alroy, 2014).
194
In this work we consider the prior described by Alroy (2014). That is, the prior probability
195
of extinction during any time interval is determined by an exponential decay process, and
196
there is a 50% chance a species has gone extinct by the end of its observed range,
where µ is the cessation rate, and can be calculated for a given T N . The prior at time
where = 1 − e −µ , and p s is the probability of a sighting (assuming no false sightings),
More generally, for t ≥ T N + 2,
The prior belief that the species is extinct decreases at each non-sighting iteration. To 202 observe the prior function, let us assume for a moment that all the observations are valid.
203
The prior function begins at T N with a value of 0, and increases to 1 by an 'S' shape 
230
We considered the extinction probability only at the time of the last sighting (whether Table 3a ), yet one of these sightings is treated as 'certain'. Additionally, due to model 263 restrictions, only the most reliable sighting is used in any given year.
264
We applied the model to the Algerian and Moroccan sightings combined, and then to the 265 locations separately. Before discussing the results from these three cases, we discuss some 266 general features of the output.
267
The probability that the species is extinct is zero until the later of the two certain estimates are close to one.
271
After T N , the probability that the species is extinct rises, with drops at the uncertain 272 sightings. After a drop, the extinction probability increases with a steeper gradient for the
273
'high' estimates (from upper bounds on reliability provided by experts), and less steep for 274 the 'low' estimates (from lower bounds on reliability provided by experts). This is because,
275
for the high estimates, the model is expecting a fairly good sighting regularly, so the effect 276 of no sighting is more influential than in the 'low' case. When two sightings occur close 277 together in time, the combined result can be as strong as a single, more certain sighting.
278
The size of the drop also depends on when the sighting occurred. This is because the 279 effect of any sighting depends non-linearly upon the sighting record preceding it (including 280 the uncertain sightings that occur before T N ), which also explains why the probability from using a prior of π T = 0.1 (prior belief of extinction being 0.9) for 2014.
341
There is not great disagreement between the two methods, especially when considering 342 the current (2014) probability that the lion is extinct, (Fig. 4) . The main difference is 343 that our method is not as heavily influenced by the prior. This is most clearly seen when 344 considering the extinction probability in 2014 under a 0.5 prior belief that the species is 345 extant -the extinction probability is considerably closer to 0.5 when using the method of 
360
Not only do current extinction models generally gloss over the choice of a prior, they also 361 gloss over the process of defining the probability that an uncertain sighting is valid. There 362 is a clear need to establish a formal framework to determine the reliability of sightings 363 during assessments of extinction.
364
In the case of the Barbary lion, experts tended to provide estimates in the region of 0.81 365 when asked the probability that the sighting in question was of a Barbary lion. The 366 score is similar to those given when discussing distinguishability. This may suggest that 367 when considering sightings of the Barbary lion the overriding factor is distinguishablity.
368
To reduce the problem of one factor (such as distinguishability) overriding the other 369 issues, a formal framework that considers observer competence and the time of evidence 370 (verifiability) is therefore required.
371
This framework may also reduce acrimony among observers who cannot provide verifiable 372 supporting evidence. The suggested method to uses group discussion, but ultimately 373 experts provide their score in private. The scores can be aggregated in an unbiased 374 manner or weighted so that the opinion of the more experienced carries more influence.
375
Lastly, over time, the extinction probability output could enable decision-makers to 'extinct' peccary, alive in Paraguay, Science, 379-381.
461 Table 3 : Sightings with the weighted low, high and best estimates, averaged over Q2-Q4.
When more than one sighting occurred in the same year, the sighting with the highest 'best' estimate was used. The uncertain sightings are in 1929, 1930, 1934, 1935, 1939, 1942, 1943, 1949 and 1956 . 1920, 1929, 1930, 1934, 1935, 1943, 1949 and 1956 . Figure 2a -The distribution of 'best' estimates using standard box plots. Each statistic is given first in its unweighted form, then after giving more weight to more qualified experts. Figure 3a -Estimated probability that the Barbary lion is extinct over time. Each circle marks the weighted average from the expert's 'best' estimate (Q2-Q4) for the uncertain sightings.
(a) Algerian and Moroccan sightings combined. The uncertain sightings are in 1929, 1930, 1934, 1935, 1939, 1942, 1943, 1949 and 1956 . 
